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Lee Hartman and Sarah Heyer, executive director of Keep Carbondale Beautiful, clean up litter Sunday
on Dogwood Drive in Carbondale. Hartman and Heyer walk around to collect and recycle trash in the
city on a weekly basis where they find everything from beer cans and plastic foam coolers to broken
bikes and tires. Keep Carbondale Beautiful is a non-profit organization and affiliate of Keep America
Beautiful. The organization’s mission is to engage individuals in taking greater responsibility for
improving their community environment.

The College of Science is inviting
all students and faculty interested
in research to Think Science.
Think Science is a group
of presentations to encourage
community members to get involved
in university or independent research.
It begins at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Lentz Dining Hall Room 5, located
near Lakeside Express.
College of Science Paraprofessional
Valerie Rasp said the event began the
first week this semester and is typically
held every other week until April 22.
The nights begin with a half-

hour social meal, with presentations
beginning at 6:00 p.m. The subject of
the presentations varies week by week
from all types of research subjects.
“One week might be science
related,” she said. “The next might
be health research, math or zoology.
It ranges across all the sciences.”
Heather Huffman, a freshman
from Roscoe studying physiology,
and Hilary Packard, a senior from
Belleville studying math and physics,
will give Tuesday night’s presentation.
They will be discussing their own
studies, problems they may have
had with projects and reasons for
other students to get involved in
Please see SCIENCE | 2

Homework and parenthood, a balancing act
ADIE APPLEGATE
Daily Egyptian
Being a parent and a student are two full
time jobs that some SIU students take on daily.
Finding time to study is already a challenge,
but for some students like Dawn Steward, a
reading and language major from Springfield,
and Melissa Suggs, a cinema and photography
major from Murphysboro, balancing
academics and parenthood is a daily routine.
Steward has attended SIU since
the spring of 2012. She said finding a
babysitter is an obstacle.
“The hardest struggle is finding childcare
that fits into my schedule,” Steward said. “I
have evening classes and a job during the
day. I use the SIU daycare while I’m at work
and then I have a separate sitter for when I
have classes in the evening, and so far, it has
worked out well this semester.”
The university offers multiple resources
for students who double as parents. Daycare
is offered through Rainbow’s End. It offers
childcare to faculty, staff, and students
from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Parents can choose between
different rates and times that work best
with their schedules.
Additionally, there are family housing
options available, with two- and threebedroom apartments at Evergreen Terrace.
Jamie Eader, a junior from Herrin studying
journalism advertisement, works with nontraditional services and said departments
including the library offer resources many

students might not know about.
“At Morris Library there is a family
study room which we try inform students
of,” she said. “It has games and toys for
kids to interact with while the student
can study. The Recreation Center also has
events that focus on students with family.”
Suggs said the resources she has found on
campus have been helpful and balancing her
time has been a positive challenge for her.
“As a parent and student, balancing
aspects of both worlds is the hardest
challenge but it’s also the best motivator,”
Suggs said. “I have also found that
SIU has great programs including the
Association of Non-Traditional Students.
There are helpful people and programs
here which make life easier.”
Steward said the resources for student
parents has grown in recent years.
“Since I’ve been here they really have
evolved their ways of helping us,” she said.
“If you ever have a question or need advice
on what is best for you, they always lead you
in the right direction.”
Eader said feeling like you are making
excuses is one of the hardest parts.
“When your child is sick and you can’t
attend class you feel like you’re making
excuses, when you know you’re not,”
said Eader. “You have to be proactive on
communication with your professors.
Introduce yourself at the beginning and
let them know you have a child and will
not always be able to attend even though
you’d like to.”

‘Sugar daddy’ editorial
See Pg 5

LEWIS MARIEN · DAILY EGYPTIAN

Deborah Barnett, left, a graduate student of Marion and coordinator of SIU Non-Traditional
Student Services, plays in a bounce house Saturday with Oliver Stoffel, 2, of Carbondale,
at the “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” SIU Family Carnival in the Recreation Center. The
Family Carnival, presented by SIU Non-Traditional Student Services, welcomed students
and their children with prizes, free food, activities and information from organizations
located on and off campus
Deborah Barnett, coordinator of nontraditional student services, said making students
aware of the available resources is something the
university does well.
“We try to connect with students before
they enter their first class,” she said. “We
e-mail about scholarships and workshops and
we have a complete resource guide on our

“I, Frankenstein” review
See Pg 7

website that informs students on housing,
financial aid and childcare. There are also
lists of help in the community, not just the
university resources.”
Adie Applegate can be reached at aapplegate@
dailyegyptian.com,
on twitter @adisonapple or 536-3311 ext. 268

Freeman breaks record
See Pg 12
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Rasp said the evening is scheduled
to end at 7 p.m., but sometimes
ends early. She encourages anyone
to attend, and said students of all
majors are invited.
“Anyone (is invited) that has an
interest in the topic, or just finding
out about what research is like for
SIU Carbondale, since we are a tier
one research institution,” Rasp said.
On Feb. 11, the College of Science
will hold an event called Research

Connection, an informal, minisymposium where science faculty,
graduate and undergraduate students
will put up posters and talk about
their projects.

Today

Tuesday

Luke Nozicka can be reached at
lnozicka@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @LukeNozicka,
or 536-3311 ext. 268.
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US agency eyes sex assault reports at Penn State
MARC LEVY
Associated Press
The U.S. Department of
Education is looking into Penn
State’s handling of sexual harassment
and sexual assault complaints to see
if it had responded appropriately to
those reports in the years surrounding
the Jerry Sandusky child sex-abuse
scandal that engulfed the university.
The federal agency informed
Penn State of the investigation
in a letter Thursday, and said in a

statement Sunday it had concerns
after it reviewed Penn State’s
sexual harassment policy and
saw a huge spike in “forcible sex
offenses” reported to the federal
government by the university. The
spike coincided with the Sandusky
scandal that broke in 2011.
“Our initial review of Penn State’s
sexual harassment policy, compounded
by a dramatic increase in the number of
forcible sex offenses occurring on campus as
reported by the university itself, raised legal
concerns that compelled us to investigate,”

Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
Catherine Lhamon said in the statement.
The investigation will look to
determine whether complaints were
improperly handled, thus keeping the
numbers artificially low, before the
spike, a department spokesman said.
Colleges and universities are required
to report campus crimes to the federal
government under a 1990 law known
as the Clery Act. In 2012, a report by
former FBI director Louis Freeh in the
wake of the Sandusky scandal found
that, outside of the campus police

department in State College, Penn State
officials lacked “awareness and interest”
in the Clery Act.
In the Thursday letter to Penn
State President Rodney Erickson,
Lhamon said her office had reached no
conclusion as to whether Penn State had
violated federal law. The department
said the time frame for the investigation
will start with the most current year of
data and generally cover a three-year
period. Depending on the evidence,
the investigation could include a longer
period, the department spokesman said.

A Penn State spokeswoman said
Sunday that the school is looking
forward to working with federal officials.
Penn State’s crime data showed 56
forcible sex offenses on its main campus
in 2012. That was more than double
the number in 2011 and fourteen times
the number reported in 2010.
The investigation will have a
particular emphasis on complaints of
sexual assault, the federal agency said.
The Centre Daily Times and the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported on the
existence of the investigation Sunday.

Brutal cold returns to Midwest for extended stay
DON BABWIN
Associated Press
A persistent weather pattern driving bitterly
cold air south out of the Arctic will cause
temperatures from Minnesota to Kentucky to
plummet Monday, turning this winter into one
of the coldest on record in some areas.
For about two and a half days, actual
temperatures will range from the teens to
below zero, and the wind chills with be even
colder, minus 43 in Minneapolis, minus 23 in
Milwaukee and Chicago, minus 14 in Kansas
City, Mo., and minus 3 in Louisville.
In fact, the National Weather Service
says most of the Midwest will feel far colder
than Monday’s expected high in the nation’s
northernmost city, Barrow, Alaska — minus 4.
National Weather Service Meteorologist
Scott Blair stopped short of calling the latest
round of cold part of the polar vortex, which
are winds that circulate around the North Pole.
“There’s really nothing abnormal about the
air that’s coming into the area,” he said. “It’s

just been a very persistent pattern of cold air.”
He said its an amplified pattern of the jet
stream, and cold air is filtering in behind a large
trough of low pressure. He explained further:
“Troughs are typically associated with unstable
or unsettled weather, and, at this time of the
year, much colder air.”
In the Chicago area, residents were bracing
for a historic deep freeze. Monday’s high was
expected to be minus 4 degrees, and it could
get as low as negative 17 downtown, with wind
chills as low as 40 below. Such temperatures are
expected to hold into Tuesday.
If Chicago makes it to 60 hours below zero,
it will be the longest stretch since 1983, when
it was below zero for 98 hours, and the third
longest in 80 years.
Chicago resident Matt Ryan, 19, was
headed to his family’s house in the suburb of
Oak Park on Sunday.
“I came home to steal a scarf from my
parents,” he said.
His plan for Monday: Dress in layers, carry
hand warmers and wear long underwear.

Ryan said he was a little excited that classes
were going to be canceled at the University of
Illinois at Chicago, but that he’d never seen a
winter so intense.
“I’m sick of it,” he said.
Chicago Public Schools called off Monday’s
classes for its nearly 400,000 students a day in
advance, as did suburban districts. Earlier this
month, when it was below zero for 36 straight
hours, CPS closed for two days.
North Dakota and South Dakota residents
dealt with dangerous cold Sunday and wind
gusts that reached up to 60 mph. The high
winds led to blowing snow that made it nearly
impossible to travel in some parts.
“This is definitely the most widespread
event we’ve had this year,” said weather service
meteorologist Adam Jones in Grand Forks, N.D.
Snow and high winds in Indiana led
officials there to restrict vehicle traffic or
recommend only essential travel in more
than half of the state’s counties. And Iowa
officials said the combination of snow and
high winds would make traveling dangerous;

forecasters there called for wind chills to be
as low as 40 below zero on Monday.
In Michigan, snow on the roads and deep
subfreezing temperatures contributed to
multiple crashes Sunday that forced expressway
closings. And on Saturday night, two people
were killed in Grand Haven Township in
western Michigan because of similar weather
conditions, authorities said.
Alex Alfidi, manager at Leo’s Coney
Island restaurant in the Detroit suburb of
Birmingham, said the extreme winter weather
is hurting his business.
“We slowed down big time,” Alfidi, 39,
said, noting that while he’s been getting some
carryout business, the casual walk-in customers
have been staying away.
He also said it is hard for him and his
employees to get to and from work in the snow,
ice and cold. Sometimes, the 24-hour restaurant
is operating with just him and a waitress.
Alfidi said he has seen some challenging
winters in 15 years in Michigan, but none as
bad as the current winter.
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Macklemore makes “Heist” of Grammys
MESFIN FEKADU
Associated Press
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis might
shop at thrift shops, but they now
have a ton of Grammy gold.
The rap duo won four Grammy
Awards so far Sunday, including
best new artist and rap album for
“The Heist,” beating efforts from
Kendrick Lamar, Jay Z, Kanye West
and Drake.
“Wow, we’re here on the stage right
now,” said Macklemore, thanking
fans first, then his fiance and team.
“I want to say we made this album
without a record label, we made it
independently and we appreciate all
the support.”
Beyonce kicked off the Grammy
Awards with steamy and smoky

performance of “Drunk In Love:”
She started on a chair and then
grinded in a revealing black outfit.
Jay Z emerged in a fitted suit to rap
his verse, and the couple — parents
of little Blue Ivy — held hands and
danced together.
Robin Thicke performed with
Chicago, singing the group’s songs
before going into “Blurred Lines,”
which energized the crowd. Thicke
finished the performance singing
on the floor. Katy Perry sang “Dark
Horse” in an eerie forest with fire
that mirrored the song’s vibe, and
John Legend and Taylor Swift —
who whipped her head, and hair,
back and forth — played pianos
during their slow songs.
Daft Punk, nominated for record
and album of the year, were double

winners, picking up honors for
best dance/electronica album for
“Random Access Memories” and
pop duo/group performance for
“Get Lucky” with Pharrell Williams
and Nile Rodgers.
“Dude, on the behalf of the robots
thank you, thank you, thank you,”
said Williams, who also won nonclassical producer of the year.
Looking to Daft Punk, sporting
their signature helmets, Williams
said: “They want to thank their
families. And of course, the
incredible Nile.”
Macklemore and Lewis’ wins,
which include best rap song and rap
performance for “Thrift Shop,” come
after the Grammy rap committee
almost ousted the group from its
categories. A source told The Associated

Press that the rap committee rejected
the duo, but that was later overruled
by the general Grammy committee.
The rap committee felt Macklemore &
Lewis should qualify for the pop awards
instead because of their massive success
on Top 40 radio. The source, who
attended the general Grammy meeting,
spoke on the condition of anonymity
because the meeting was private.
Macklemore and Lewis are also
nominated for album and song of
the year.
Justin Timberlake, who isn’t up for
any of the major awards, won three
trophies, including best R&B song
for “Pusher Love Girl” and music
video for “Suit & Tie,” which also
earned Jay Z a Grammy. Jay Z and
Timberlake also won best rap/sung
collaboration for “Holy Grail.”

“I want to thank God — I mean a
little bit for this award — but mostly
for all the universe for conspiring
and putting that beautiful light of
a young lady in my life,” Jay Z said,
looking at Beyonce. “I want to tell
Blu that, look, ‘Daddy got a gold
sippy cup for you.’”
Lorde won her first Grammy for best
pop solo performance with the hit “Royals.”
“This is the one thing I didn’t
expect the most about tonight, so
thank you so much,” said Lorde,
who beat out Timberlake, Perry, Sara
Bareilles and Bruno Mars.
Lorde performed “Royals” early on
during the show, and she was just one
of the top females to hit the Grammy
stage Sunday: Madonna, Carole King,
Pink and Bareilles will also perform at
the Staples Center in Los Angeles.

Syria agrees to evacuate civilians
ROY GUTMAN
McClatchy Washington Bureau
The Syrian government has agreed to allow the
first aid convoy in more than a year to enter the
besieged old-city quarter of Homs and to permit
the evacuation of women and children trapped
there, Syria’s deputy foreign minister said Sunday.
If the aid convoy and the evacuation take
place as planned, it would be the first concrete
development from the peace talks here. The
United Nations’ special envoy, Lakhdar
Brahimi, who is mediating the talks, said a
convoy could go in as soon as Monday if local
agreements can be worked out.
Faisal Meqdad, Syria’s deputy foreign
minister, said his government was ready
for the aid shipment to take place, but he
emphasized that his government believed that
the evacuation of women and children from the
old city neighborhood was the more significant
of the agreements. As many as 3,000 people may
be trapped in the neighborhood, which has been
under siege for 18 months.
There are many ways the agreement could fail.
A previous agreement to deliver 200 food packets
to the Yarmouk Palestinian refugee camp in
Damascus last weekend has yet to be completed,

said Chris Gunness, a spokesman for the U.N. to the Syria conflict that are present in and
Relief and Works Agency, which provides aid to around Yarmouk must support and facilitate
Palestinians. Gunness said that only 138 of the humanitarian access to civilians,” he said in his
packets have been delivered since Jan. 18. One emailed statement.
packet, Gunness said, would feed a family of
The situation in Homs could be just as
eight for 10 days. An estimated 18,000 people are difficult. The Syrian government has long
believed trapped in Yarmouk, which is controlled claimed that the people still in the old-city area
by rebels and sealed off by
are primarily armed rebels
militias loyal to Assad.
and their families, and that
ssurances given by
“Assurances given by the
some of the civilians are
authorities have not been
the authorities have being kept there against
backed up by action on the
their will.
not been backed up by
ground,” Gunness said in a
Brahimi said that as part
action on the ground.
statement emailed to reporters.
of the evacuation plan, the
Asked about the situation
— Chris Gunness, Syrian government was
in Yarmouk, Meqdad said that
spokesman for the U.N. insisting that the opposition
as many as 500 food packets
Relief and Works Agency coalition provide a list of all
had been delivered, and that
the men in the besieged part
more had not been delivered because the of Homs, so that it could sort out combatants
camp “is occupied entirely by armed groups.” from noncombatants. But it was not clear that
When UNRWA attempted to deliver aid, “they the rebels in the besieged district would agree
started shooting at the aid convoy,” he said.
to provide it, given that it might be used to
Gunness’ email did not blame either side single them out for retaliation.
for the delivery difficulties, though he implied
Meqdad also denied that government forces
that the biggest burden for carrying out were shelling Homs, as local anti-government
the agreement was the government’s. “For activists had reported. The activists said government
the sake of alleviating the grave suffering in forces had used mortars and heavy machine-gun
Yarmouk, Syrian authorities and all parties fire to destroy homes and wound civilians.

‘‘A

“It is a big lie that the government is shelling”,
he said. “The armed groups are shelling, and
they report it as the government.” He said the
government had “not fired a single shell” at Homs.
Meqdad’s comments came during his first
extended encounter with reporters since the
peace talks began in earnest on Friday, and
his comments were the subject of amusement
among Western officials monitoring the talks
here. One diplomat who briefed reporters on
the condition of anonymity said Meqdad’s
assertion that the rebels were shelling
themselves in Homs would be believed only by
Syria’s President Bashar Assad.
Meqdad insisted that Assad’s government,
who U.N. investigators consider likely to be
responsible for many crimes against humanity,
“is the warm heart of the people.”
Brahimi opened the talks Friday with
humanitarian crisis as the top agenda item. The
two sides have been meeting since Saturday
in a conference room at the U.N.’s Geneva
headquarters, but Brahimi said he met with the
two sides separately on Sunday. Other than the
aid deliveries to Homs and the evacuation of the
civilians there, they spoke at length over opposition
requests to the government to release women,
children and the elderly in detention.
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Our Word is the consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Board on local, national and global
issues affecting the Southern Illinois University community. Viewpoints expressed in columns and
letters to the editor do not necessarily reflect those of the Daily Egyptian.

The Daily Egyptian is a “designated public forum.” Student editors have
the authority to make all content decisions without censorship or advance
approval. We reserve the right not to publish any letter or guest column.

Staff Column

Eleven Signs you are becoming too comfortable where you work
SARAH GARDNER
Daily Egyptian
Workaholic.Perfectionist.
Busybody. Dedicated. Overachiever.
Committed. Obsessive.
Ok, so you work a lot. But, you love
your job. Who cares if you start to do some
things other people might find strange?
This list goes out to all the people that work
too much.
1. You don’t wear shoes anymore.
Why bother wearing shoes when you
spend the majority of the day in one room?
It is no different than walking around your
home or dorm room. And okay, sometimes
you’ll end up going down the hall, but it’s
not that far. Besides, there’s never anyone
in the building late enough to judge
you anyway.
2. You start to get creative with
the furniture.
Granted, the furniture I’m talking about
is not the best. When you see the same

broken office chairs and carpet that hasn’t
been changed since the ‘60s, you have to
figure out the best ways to utilize what you
have. If that means lying across two chairs
with one leg on a desk, so be it.
3. Everyone in the office knows your Jimmy
John’s order.
Or Quatro’s, or basically any restaurant
that delivers. You frequently work through
lunch or dinner — or both. Rumor has it
Jimmy John’s keeps track of every order you
place. More than one of us wants to get that
list printed when we graduate just to see
how much of our paychecks went straight to
our stomachs.
4. You start to recognize the
delivery workers.
You may know the schedule well enough that
you know what day of the week that one really
attractive JJ’s driver works.
5. You know late night janitors quite well.
In fact, you are probably on a first-name
basis, and can talk to them about anything
— including their children, plans for break,

etc. You miss them if they don’t come in
one night.
6. Your roommates don’t bother asking
where you’re going anymore.
They already know the answer is work.
It really throws them off when they do
ask and your answer isn’t “the office.”
Sometimes you forget you even have a
roommate because you only see them when
they’re asleep.
7. You’ve noticed a significant decrease in
invitations to go out.
I guess people get tired of hearing no. Or
maybe they forgot about you, too, since you
basically live at work.
8. You’ve claimed the nearest restroom in
the building as your own.
And you treat it as such. You actually
get offended if it appears to have not been
cleaned recently.
9. You’ve slept in the office.
Probably more than once. All-nighters
become common in the later weeks of the
semester. Co-workers begin to join you,

leading to arguments over who gets the
lumpy couch that’s been here longer than
most of us have been alive.
10. You buy groceries for the office.
You may actually buy more groceries for
work than you do for home. Most meal
times occur either during class or work. Who
has time to go home and cook? If you’re a
journalist, you don’t really cook anyway, so
what’s the point? Ramen and macaroni and
cheese are just as easy to make in the office.
11. Your co-workers really are like
a family.
They’ve seen you in every possible physical,
mental and emotional state at all times of
the day. Like with most families, the drama,
challenges and crazy arguments are (usually)
outweighed by the fun, good times and
fond memories.
Sarah Gardner can be reached at
sgardner@dailyegyptian.com, on Twitter
@SarahGardnerDE,
or 536-3311 ext. 252.

Editorial Cartoon
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No, we do not condone prostitution
EDITORIAL BOARD
Daily Egyptian
Regarding a Daily Egyptian article
titled “Student debt can be paid by
wealthy ‘sugar daddies’,” which ran front
page on Jan. 23, we would like to clear
the air.
While we wish the story could have
had more sources, we do not regret the
objectivity of the piece.
Efforts to contact administration
regarding the issue resulted in “no
comments” from the Women’s Resource
Center, and the Director of Women,
Gender and Sexuality Studies.
It is unfortunate these sources would
not talk to us, given the important
women’s issues inherent in the story.
We simply reported the facts that had
been gathered, despite how disturbing
they may have been perceived.
It is not our job as a news outlet to
determine the moral or ethical legitimacy
of a business, however it is our job to
inform readers that such a business exists
and is targeting our demographic.
The Daily Egyptian did not propose

enrollment to SeekingArrangement.com
as a solution.
Rather, we wished to bring to light
the lengths to which people are going to
offset the skyrocketing cost of college.
According to collegedata.com, the
average annual cost of tuition and fees
for 2013-2014—not including housing,
meals or supplies—was $8,893 for instate residents, $22,203 for out-of-state
and $30, 094 for private universities.
The
in-state
tuition
for
an
undergraduate at SIU is $8,169 per year.
This means if an Illinois resident attends
SIU for four years starting in 2012, his or
her cost of college will be at least $32,676.
(Again, not including housing and other
expenses.)
Students resorting to being “sugar
babies” in order to offset this expense is
undoubtedly newsworthy.
We question how the company was able
to access not only student email accounts,
but successfully target female students.
As stated in the article, students
received promotional emails from the
website on Jan. 13, and 31 students had
signed up for the website using their SIU

email accounts in the past year.
Since switching from Gmail to Outlook,
students have also received emails from
datemyschool.com and clusterflunk.com.
The Daily Egyptian intends to look
into what privacy policies the university
has regarding such circumstances.
Does the administration feel a need
to protect students from these types
of emails?
Are student email addresses seen as
university property?
Above all, what does the administration
intend to do to better protect the security
of our students’ emails from companies
like this in the future?
It is our duty as the campus newspaper
to report on any and all issues pertaining
to the university, regardless of how
controversial certain issues may be.
SeekingArrangements.com is just one
website being put under our microscope.
It is not the first and will not be the last.
As always, we welcome your
opinion on this issue, and encourage
our readers to send their feedback to
opinion@dailyegyptian.com or editor@
dailyegyptian.com.

Guest Column

New Ukrainian revolution leader: is there any?
KATERINA SIRINYOKDOLGARYOVA
Fulbright Visiting Scholar
Ukraine’s capital city Kiev has
been a battlefield many times
since the pre-Christian era of
Eastern Europe.
The
latest
bloodletting
is happening these days
as Ukrainians take radical
action, after more than
two months of peaceful
protests, over the cessation
of the nation’s pro-European
movement
by
President
Victor Yanukovych in favor
of Russia.
The government’s decision
to delay signing Ukrainian
associated membership with
the European Union has
resulted in millions of people
coming out to the Euromaidan
demonstrations
in
Kiev
to protest.
Recent
opinion
polls
have shown the dramatic
change in Ukrainian public
opinion where more than
half of the people favor closer
relations to Europe than
to Russia.
According to one recent poll,
an average of 53 percent of the
population expressed loyalty for
European integration.
After brutal restrictions from
the Russian government in the
form of banning Ukrainian
products, rising gas prices and
complicating the process of
entering Russia, millions of
Ukrainians are increasingly
supporting Europe. Now there
are nationwide protests of
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A protester puts a gas mask on a young woman behind a barricade on Grushevsky Street
in downtwon Kiev during clashes with riot police on Saturday, Jan. 25, 2014.
Russian association.
After several weeks of rallies all
over Ukraine, there have been no
constructive negotiations from
the authorities.
And, the attempts to
remove demonstrators from
the Euromaidan protests by
police force have resulted in the
occupation of Kiev’s city hall by
protesters, barricading the main
city squares and buildings, and
an ongoing fight with police
outside the parliament building,
Verkhovna Rada.
Since the imprisonment in
2011 of Ukraine’s former Prime
Minister Yulia Tymoshenko, the
country has not had an official
opposition leader.
Three major opposition
parties including the extreme
right-wing Svoboda (Party of

Freedom) and world-renowned
boxer Vitali Klitschko’s party
(Ukrainian
Democratic
Alliance
for
Reforms),
have been calling for the
peaceful demonstrations.
On Dec. 19, opposition
leader Arseniy Yatsenyuk said,
“The real leader is you, folks.”
His remarks sounded ridiculous
as most nations see Ukraine’s
newly adopted legislation to
be antidemocratic.
Votes for scandal amendments
to the criminal and civil law
were counted by a show of hands
from the president’s majority
in the parliament Dec. 16,
instead of using parliamentary
electronic voting system.
New voting laws are aimed
to abridge essential human
rights and freedoms of speech,

expression and demonstrations.
Experts say the new legislative
acts are copied from Russian
legal norms and contradict
Ukraine’s Constitution.
Unfortunately,
Molotov
cocktails seem more influential
to authorities than dialogue
between the government and
protesting opposition, whose
numbers have grown drastically
and whose protests threaten
civil war as more than 5,000
people have been injured and
five killed so far. Ukraine’s only
hope is that the nation gets
a wise new leader before the
situation worsens.
Katerina Sirinyok-Dolgaryova
is a graseceduate intern through
the Fulbright International
Educational Exchange
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Sampling something new

MATT DARAY · FOR THE DAILY EGYPTIAN

Dana Garsky, a customer service assistant in procurement services, samples chicken Friday at the
grand opening of Sbarro and Chick-fil-A at the Student Center. Free samples from both restaurants
were provided and a raffle was held for students and staff who attended. Chancellor Rita Cheng and
Tena Bennett, director of the Student Center, attended the event along with university staff, who cut
the ribbon for both restaurants’ official openings.
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‘I, Frankenstein’ better off dead

PROVIDED PHOTO

KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER
Daily Egyptian

In an early sequence during Stuart
Beattie’s new film, “I, Frankenstein”
(Rated PG-13; 93 Min.), Bill Nighy’s
character informs a scientist played
by Yvonne Strahovski that “Time is
fleeting. I’d rather you not waste mine.”
Beattie uses that quote as his
mantra for making this film, taking
to heart that “time is fleeting” as
he races through scene after scene
of blinding action and nonsensical
dialogue while seemingly forgetting
the part about not wasting our time.
“I, Frankenstein” is, in fact, a giant
black hole that will suck time you
would have been more entertained
using to watch C-SPAN.
“I, Frankenstein” is the latest in a
series of Hollywood films attempting
to put a contemporary spin on gothic
scientific tales. The central character
of Mary Shelley’s “Frankenstein”
would have been enough for an
interesting update, so why Beattie
decided to choose this particular
adaptation, from the graphic novel
by Kevin Grevioux that throws
angels and demons into the mix, is
dumbfounding — he doesn’t give
these additions much symbolic
relevance. They simply exist to fight.
Aaron Eckhart plays Adam,
the name given to Frankenstein’s
monster, who was given life some
200 years ago. He discovers demons
want to dissect him to figure out
how he came back to life so they can
use salvaged bodies to resurrect the
demons and the angels the good guys
have managed to put down. This

sounds even more ridiculous writing
it out.
There have been thoroughly
effective modern tales of myths that
have come out recently, most notably
2007’s “300,” which made director
Zack Snyder a household name.
While “300” is far from historically
accurate, it did tell a story of men
who were obsessed with war and
needed it to live, paralleling a war
which deeply divided the American
public. It also brought a hyperstylistic brand of filmmaking and
applied it to the tale, successfully
contemporizing the ancient story.
Then there are less successful tales,
like 2010’s “Legion,” in which Paul
Bettany plays an angel at war with
God and trying to protect a boy who
can apparently overpower God. Also,
Dennis Quaid’s character has a son
named Jeep.
But “I, Frankenstein” is not even so
bad it’s funny. It is simply grating and
does not offer up any new filmmaking
techniques or storytelling devices
to build our knowledge of these
neo-gothic pieces. It is so focused
on plot exposition that nearly every
line of dialogue is an attempt to
explain the plot. If Beattie were not
so concerned with shoehorning in so
many different elements, he wouldn’t
need this sort of dialogue.
About the only reliable actor here
is Bill Nighy, who plays Naberius,
apparent lord of the demons.
Nighy chews on his dialogue and is
somewhat menacing for the first half
of the film, but as the script begins
to insist he transform into a ghoulish
demon he becomes laughable. Nighy
is such a diverse actor he can take
on corny plotlines like he did in the

“Pirates of the Caribbean” movies,
or more serious roles, as he did in
November’s overlooked “About
Time” and has no problem owning
what he’s been given. That’s why “I,
Frankenstein” isn’t his fault.
Maybe instead of crucifying “I,
Frankenstein” for its horrendous
contents, it is better to look at the
film from the vantage point of
missed opportunities. As a human
race, we’re obsessed with resurrection
and whether or not there is life after
death. We struggle with our beliefs
and the gap between relying on our
own reason and putting faith in God.
“I, Frankenstein” does focus some
of its efforts on rebirth, but there
certainly could have been more of a
human element of turning a regular
person into a believer. The closest
the audience gets is Strahovksi’s
character, Terra, a scientist who one
minute says she doesn’t believe in
demons but the next sees one and
accepts everything about religion.
Giving Terra more to grapple
with would have added another
dimension to the film.
“I, Frankenstein” did not have
to waste our time. It could have
been an interesting update of a
character whose major characteristic,
immortality, is an obsession in our
culture, but the writers refuse to let
the movie be anything more than
schlock and cut-rate special effects,
pushing the film over the edge and
into the garbage can.
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached
at kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com,
on Twitter @kburgstahler_DE or by
phone at 536-3311 ext. 254.
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DOWN
1 Play divisions
2 Behold

3 4

Thursday’s Answers:

by Jacqueline E. Mathews

Complete the grid so each
row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders)
contain every digit, 1 to
9. For strategies on how
to SOLUTION
solve Sudoku,
visit
TO THURSDAY’S PUZZLE
w w w. s u d o ku . o rg. u k .

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
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AVREB
RREVI
AVREB
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Unscramble
four Jumbles,
Unscramble
thesethese
four Jumbles,
Unscrambleone
these four
to Jumbles,
each
square,
one letter letter
to each
square,
one letter totoeach
square,
four ordinary
words.
to form form
four ordinary
words.
to form four ordinary words.
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Media
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Media
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All Rights
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35
37
38
40
41
43
44
46
47

Paper fastener
Actress Sela
Not loony
Chimes
Hairy oxen
Israeli dollar
Not fine
Pays attention
Wading bird

48
49
50
52
53
55
56
57

01/23/14

Pie à la __
Voting survey
Swat
Leaping insect
Examination
Building add-on
Pastureland
Ooh and __;
express delight

LOTTUE

LOTTUE
DRANTS
LOTTUE

YBOSIP
YBOSIP

COTREK
YBOSIP
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Now Now
arrange
the the
circled
letters
arrange
circled
Now
arrange
the circled
lettersletters
form
the
surprise
answer,
as
Now to
arrange
the
circled
letters
to form
the surprise
answer,
to form
the by
surprise
answer,
as as
suggested
the
above
to form
thesuggested
surprise
answer,
ascartoon.
by
the
above
cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.
suggested by the above cartoon.
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Answer
here: here:
Answer:
Answer:
Answer
here:
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to test your crossword skills
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3 Specialty of
doctors who
treat primarily
senior citizens
4 Hubbub
5 Window cover
6 Banyan & birch
7 Goals
8 “__ for Two”
9 Go astray
10 Mars or Jupiter
11 Steals from
12 __ of Wight
13 Encounter
19 Street corner
newsstand
21 “__ Land Is
Your Land”
24 Jib or mizzen
25 Diplomacy
26 Facial problem
27 Fraternity letter
28 Vane direction
29 Possessing job
skills of some
kind
30 Mailman’s beat
32 Give up
33 Fancy vase

Thursday’s
Puzzle Solved
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved

Find us on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/jumble

ACROSS
1 Seaweed
5 California or
Colorado, e.g.
10 Stiffly proper
14 Female student
15 Weeper
16 Suffer defeat
17 Bull, in Spain
18 Outstanding
20 __ lift; T-bar
21 Golfing pegs
22 Small diagram
in a larger map
23 Fire residue
25 Foot digit
26 Reach, as a
goal
28 Spring holiday
31 Evert of tennis
32 Duck’s remark
34 Rowdy horde
36 Mr. Sedaka
37 Sausage
38 Urge on
39 And so forth:
abbr.
40 Apply color to
walls
41 __ Conference;
WWII meeting
for FDR et al.
42 State positively
44 Paddled a
narrow boat
45 “If I __ a
Hammer”
46 Corny
47 Drive forward
50 Caribbean and
Mediterranean
51 Fore and __;
stern to stern
54 Amazon.com,
for one
57 Competent
58 Doing nothing
59 __ the way;
pioneers
60 Brewed drinks
61 Peddle
62 Memory __;
senior moment
63 Warmth

2

(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(Answers
tomorrow)
(AnswersTERROR
tomorrow) SCORCH
Jumbles:
MACAW
HOUSE
MOUTH
PLEDGE
YONDER
Jumbles: WHARF
Jumbles:
MACAW
HOUSE
TERROR
SCORCH
Yesterday’s
Thursday’s
Yesterday’s
Jumbles:
MACAW
HOUSE
TERROR
SCORCH
Yesterday’s
The
student
driver
was leery
of
this type
of
Yesterday’s
Heidi
Klum
was
working
the minute
she
stepped
Answer:Answer:
The
student
driver
was
leery
of
this
typeoffof
Answer:
Answers: Answer:
The studentdriving
driver instruction
was leery of
this
type ofCOURSE
—
A
CRASH
the
plane instruction
because she —
was
A RUNWAY
MODEL
driving
A—
CRASH
COURSE
driving
instruction — A CRASH
COURSE

Aries — Today is a 7 — Confer
with your team and make a plan
accounting for each of your abilities.
Use their ideas and approach. You’re
already ahead of the game. Talk
about what you’re learning.

Cancer — Today is an 8 — You
can find the right words to make an
excellent deal. Get busy and take
advantage of your great productivity
today. Include time for romance. Let
your partner share your appreciation.

Libra — Today is a 7 — Your
past work speaks well for you. Make
new friends. Check out an interesting
suggestion. For a fresh perspective,
ask a child. Cash in coupons and ask
for help possibilities.

Capricorn — Today is a 7 — A
roommate helps you understand.
Share the pertinent facts. Your input
is appreciated. Dexterity solves a
problem. You’re on a roll. Keep saving
as much as you can.

Taurus — Today is a 6 —
Complete financial paperwork:
invoices, expense reports, tax
forms... If you don’t understand,
don’t be afraid to ask. Get in touch
with old clients or friends who can
provide new work.
Gemini — Today is a 7 — A good
partnerhelpsyougetfarther,andcould
also provide a unique opportunity
that you wouldn’t discover otherwise.
Provide motivation, plus facts, and win
the prize.

Leo — Today is a 7 — Indulge
passion and imagination. It’s a nice
day for romance. Write a love letter
and seal it with a kiss. But don’t forget
your career obligations. You find the
balance. Share fun and laughter.

Scorpio — Today is an 8 —Renew
career activity. Consult an experienced
and trustworthy financial advisor. Take
action to forward your next profitable
adventure. Friends offer good advice.
Chat in private. Find a smarter method
at work. Go for it.
Sagittarius — Today is an 8 —
Write, record or organize about your
new escapade. Include new support
or information. Do it for love. Write
a practical document. Find just the
right tone. Private efforts bear fruit.

Aquarius — Today is a 7 —
Have a private conversation with a
supervisor or at home. Allow yourself
to get persuaded. Ask questions and
take notes. Run errands. Watch for
hidden agendas. Work smarter as
you assimilate new ideas.
Pisces — Today is an 8 —
Work on the plan you made. Gather
new information. Use your wit and
charm. Friends keep you on track to
profit. You’re gaining respect.

Virgo — Today is a 6 — Study new
ways to save at home. Pay attention to
unnoticed or forgotten stuff. Spend
wisely to improve your decor. Keep
your promises. Your plans develop as
you go along.
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Men’s basketball drops third straight conference game
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian
Despite having a lead in the final 10
minutes, the Salukis could not get out of the
woods against the Bears of Missouri State.
Missouri State University (14-6, 4-4)
entered the game without sophomore
standout Marcus Marshall but was still able
to win 69-63 while wearing down SIU (616, 2-6) as all five Saluki starters played at
least 30 minutes.
Three freshmen were in the starting
line-up with Tyler Smithpeters and Bola
Olaniyan getting their first career starts.
Smithpeters played 20 minutes in the loss
Wednesday scoring 12 points and hitting
two 3-pointers. Smithpeters led the Salukis
in scoring for most of the game against the
Bears until a dunk by senior Desmar Jackson
with 3:30 helped Jackson finish with 18.
The Salukis were 6-14 from beyond the
3-point line against Missouri State with
four of them coming from the hands of
Smithpeters who finished with 16 points,
a new career high. Smithpeters added
four rebounds and five assists while only
committing one turnover. For the first time
in the past few games, the Saluki with the
most minutes was not Jackson, as he played
32 minutes while Smithpeters played 35.
Freshman forward Sean O’Brien was the
other freshman starter for the Salukis. He
finished with six points and four rebounds
but committed three turnovers.
Apart from Missouri State forward Jarmar
Gulley scoring 17 points and hauling in 11
rebounds, the key for the Bears was freshman

Austin Ruder. Ruder scored 12 points with
all of them coming from beyond the arc.
Hinson said his team lost its legs toward
the end of the game but they knew who the
key shooter would be for Missouri State.
“We played all five starters’ 30-plus
minutes and we ran out of gas,” Hinson said.
“I burned every timeout I had to rest our
guys. We had huge breakdowns defensively.
It’s not like we don’t know [Ruder] can
shoot.”
Olaniyan scored the first four points for
the Salukis and finished with eight points
and eight rebounds. Olaniyan was the only
SIU player to finish with a positive plus/
minus. Plus/minus keeps track of a team’s
performance based on the player on the
court. For example, if Olaniyan entered the
game while the score was tied 46-46 and
when he left the game the score was 52-46
in favor of the Salukis, his plus/minus would
be six.
The free-throw line is still a sore spot for
SIU. The team was 11-18 from the line
while the starters were 9-13.
After Jackson’s 18 point effort, he is now
third all-time in scoring for a two-year career
at SIU. Jackson now has 888 points and
passed Saluki and NBA great Walt Frazier in
the loss to the Bears.
The Salukis will welcome Indiana State
University to SIU Arena Wednesday. The
Sycamores currently have five players
averaging double figures and are led by senior
Jake Odum. Odum was an All-Missouri
Valley Conference performer last season, the
first Indiana State player to be named to the
team since 2001.

SARAH GARDNER DAILY EGYPTIAN

Freshman guard Tyler Smithpeters fakes a pass Wednesday during the Salukis’ loss to Drake
University at SIU Arena. SIU fell to Missouri State University Saturday in Springfield, Mo.
69-63. Smithpeters had a career-high 16 points and five assists during the game. The Salukis
will play at home at 7:05 p.m. Wednesday against Indiana State University.

Intramurals provide multiple opportunities for students
TYLER DAVIS
Daily Egyptian
With more than 100 games covered in a
semester, the sport clubs and intramurals at
SIU have made a name for themselves.
“I’ve developed friendships throughout
intramural sports that I have maintained
for life,” Shane Bennett, assistant director of
intramural sports/sports clubs, said.
Through intramurals, students have
showcased talents, traveled, held well-paying
jobs and met new people from all over the
country, Bennett said.
Jake Jones, a senior from Zion studying
marketing, said it has been more than just a
break from classes.
“[My] first encounter with intramural
sports was playing four-on-four flag
football,” Jones said. “They have seven-onseven leagues, like in high school, for the
fall and four-on-four for the spring. After a
few games, I found out that I could apply to
become a referee so I continued playing and
began officiating as well.”
Officiating has allowed students to travel to
schools like the University of Georgia, Ohio

WBBALL
CONTINUED FROM

12

Purple Aces freshman guard Sara Dickey
answered back, collecting nine consecutive
points for Evansville. The freshman ended her
night scoring 30 of her teams 57 points.
“We were really struggling with guarding her
the entire game but Mercedes did a great job
of staying with her and denying her the ball,”
Stein said. “You hate to spot a kid 30 points,
but that’s pure effort. But I think Mercedes kept

State University, the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign and the University of
Notre Dame. Bennett said officiating is one of
his favorite aspects of intramurals.
“As far as officiating goes, I started working
intramural sports and started officiating in
the surrounding communities,” he said. “I’ve
actually grown through the ranks of high
school and now Division II college football
and college basketball, and it all started with
working intramural sports. You listen to a lot
of big time referees, a lot of them say they
started through intramural sports.”
Michael Ingram, an alumnus and former
Division I baseball player for SIU and student
coordinator for officials, said club sports and
intramurals have dramatically altered his
college experience on and off the court.
“To be a good official, you have to have
great communication and conflict resolution
skills,” Ingram said. “These and other skills
you learn and refine by officiating are
transferrable to nearly every job across every
industry. Officiating also teaches confidence
in the face of doubt and teaches you how to
show strength while being challenged.”
Anna Marquez, a freshman from Chicago

studying psychology, said the confidence
intramurals gives you, either by playing or
officiating, can span genders.
“If you’re a girl who likes sports, watching
sports or playing sports, then participating
in intramural sports is just as much fun,”
Marquez said. “And, as a girl, I’d have to
say you have to be confident, you can’t be
nervous. It could be a challenge but it’s good
to get a chance to prove yourself.”
Taylor Willer, a junior official from
Wentzville, Mo. studying dental hygiene,
said intramurals are competitive but maintain
a good work environment for female
participants.
“Working here overall has been great
because I know in the world of officiating it
can be very sexist towards women,” Willer
said. “But here I feel as if they treat everyone
helpful. It is very helpful when you have to go
out in the community and officiate.”
Willer supervises and helps coordinate
all sports for the intramural office. She
has also won a flag football championship
through intramurals and now referees in her
hometown.
“I officiate at home in Missouri, and it

was good to start here,” Willer said. “When
I started volleyball it really helped boost my
confidence and helps me block out anything
that would put me off as unequal, which is a
huge thing for all girls.”
Intramural sports have already tipped off for
the spring semester. Enrollment for basketball
and futsal — a type of indoor soccer — has
passed and games start next week. Softball
and four-on-four flag football are gearing up
to begin later in the semester and are open to
all students.
Ingram said intramural sports provide
chances for anyone looking to meet new
people, find a job or just get active.
“There are very high quality intramural
teams and there are a lot of players who played
high school sports but the general feeling is
much more loose and relaxed,” Ingram said.
“Just join, you cannot have anything other
than a fantastic experience. Intramurals bring
together friends and strangers in a friendly,
sports-centered environment.”

her away from the ball as much as possible.”
The Salukis held Dickey to only two points
in the final eight minutes of the game.
Griffin turned it on in the final eight minutes
and finished with 11 points. She also led the
team in steals with five.
“Coach talked a lot about us out-scrapping
people,” Griffin said. “She calls it getting a lot
of the ‘bam bam’ plays and I think that’s what
we did tonight. We outworked them and outscrapped them and that’s basically what the
game came down to.”

After a missed free-throw attempt, Griffin
stole the ball and sprinted down court on a fast
break to expand the Salukis’ lead 61-53 with
under a minute left.
From then on, SIU drained five free
throws to claim the win and record its second
conference win.
The Salukis’ home streak is over and they
will head to Wichita State University Friday
evening.
The Shockers have not lost a game since
Nov. 15 and are undefeated in conference play.

Stein said this would be the toughest road trip
for the Salukis.
“I think it’s good for us because we keep
harping that when things go bad and you keep
playing hard, good things come,” Stein said.
“And it’s good for them to recognize that that is
true and they keep fighting.”

Tyler Davis can be reached at
tdavis@dailyegyptian.com
on twitter@tdavis_DE

Symone Woolridge can be reached at
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
on twitter @swoolridge_DE
or 536-3311 ext 269

SportS

For live updates of all Saluki sports
follow @DEsalukis
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Freeman breaks 30-year shot put record
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
Daily Egyptian

JAKE HAINES DAILY EGYPTIAN

Sophomore thrower Josh Freeman prepares to throw the shot put Jan. 11 during the Saluki
Open at the Recreation Center. Freeman broke a 30-year indoor shot put record held by
Saluki throws coach John Smith Saturday during the Notre Dame Invitational with a throw
of 19.25m. Overall the Salukis finished in third place at the invitational taking six titles.
Saluki track and field competes Friday Jan. 31 for the Indiana relays in Bloomington, Ind.

When sophomore thrower Josh Freeman
broke the indoor shot put record Saturday
just as his throwing coach John Smith did
30 years ago, they each had one special
person in the crowd.
It was pure coincidence that Freeman’s
father and Smith’s father witnessed their
son’s record-breaking throws that changed
SIU history.
Freeman and his Saluki teammates
spent their Saturday at the Notre Dame
Invitational, where both men and women’s
teams finished in third place.
The Salukis walked away with six event
wins — four of the six coming from field
athletes.
Freeman threw a personal best of 62
feet and surpassed the Salukis top all-time
indoor record, which was set by Smith
during his time as an SIU All-American.
Smith said he is extremely happy with
the Salukis performance.
“It took me four and a half years to set
that record,” he said. “And my father was
there to see it on his birthday. Josh’s dad
walked in before he took that throw and
broke that record.”
Freeman’s family was running late for the
meet. The normal two-hour drive to Notre
Dame was extended to four hours because
of weather conditions. Freeman did not
think they would make it before his turn,
because the event started 45 minutes early.
Right before his last throw, and recordbreaking toss, Freeman’s father walked in.
“The meet basically ended after the
shot,” Freeman said. “So he was only there
for maybe 30 minutes at the most and he
told me the trip was worth it even though
he drove all that way just to stay for a half
an hour.”
Freeman said he could not have done it
without his coach pushing him.
“Even though it has my name on that
record, he still had a lot to do with it,”
Freeman said. “I’m grateful for [Smith]
and his coaching, we’ve been talking about
the record for a while and it’s nice to finally

get that under my belt and out of the way.”
Freeman was not the only Saluki thrower
to perform well. Junior thrower DeAnna
Price blew away her competition despite
knee pains.
Price won the women’s weight throw by
throwing 67 feet to solidify her first place
spot. Price said she was excited to throw
that far even through the discomfort. She
said she is also content with her start of the
season’s performance.
“I’m doing really well in the shots,” Price
said. “I never really expected that to be one
of my strong events but after throwing 53
feet before, I’m like ‘okay this will work’.”
Four teams competed in the invitational.
The SIU women calculated 133 points
but were 40 points behind second place
finisher Michigan State University. The
SIU men tallied 112 points but fell short
59 points to second place finisher and host
the University of Notre Dame.
Finishing second in weight throw was
sophomore Sophia Lozano, throwing 65
feet. Freshman Kyle Landon finished first
in high jump setting a personal best record
of seven feet.
Landon is now ranked 13th in the
nation, and is also tied for fifth all-time in
the SIU indoor high jump.
Senior jumper Kenya Culmer finished
first in her event as well. The Saluki
finished in the top spot after clearing five
feet in the high jump. This is Culmer’s
second consecutive first place win.
Junior mid-distance runner Mobola
Rotibi finished first in the women’s
1000-meter run, sprinting to a time 2
minutes, 55.1 seconds.
Smith said the Salukis had a great
turnout overall. The track and field team
will be back on the road Friday to compete
in Indiana Relays in Bloomington, Ind.
“We have to just keep training hard and
keep trying to make personal best,” Smith
said. “We have to do that every weekend.”
Symone Woolridge can be reached at
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
on twitter @swoolridge_DE
or ext. 536-3311 ext. 269

Salukis flush out Aces
SYMONE WOOLRIDGE
Daily Egyptian
After a week of rest, the SIU
women’s basketball team (4-14,
MVC 2-5) gave an enormous effort
against the University of Evansville
(7-11, MVC 2-5) and topped the
Purple Aces 66-57.
The Salukis collected their first
win in six games and added a second
win to their conference record.
Both teams began the first half
scoring exchanging baskets. The
score tied three times within the first
few minutes of play.
After the first 10 minutes,
sophomore center Dyana Pierre and
sophomore forward Azia Washington
shared all of the team’s points until
junior guard Mercedes Griffin drove
to the basket to draw a foul and a
made free throw.
The Purple Aces played tight
defense against the Salukis, but the

home team continued to fight. The
Aces extended their largest lead
by nine with nearly five and a half
minutes left in the half.
The Salukis bounced back with
four quick points added by Pierre and
Washington to close the deficit to five.
Sophomore guard Hannah Shores
scored two back-to-back buckets with
a minute and a half left before halftime.
SIU was down by eight until
freshman guard Carlie Corrigan hit a
three-pointer to cut the Aces lead to
30-25 at the midway point.
By halftime the Salukis had outrebounded Evansville on the offensive
boards 15 to five.
“I was very pleased with the way
our kids really went after the boards
this game,” Coach Cindy Stein said.
“Our kids did a great job of managing
the game, understanding what they
needed to do, and step up to get the
job done.”
To begin the second half, the

Salukis came out tough and played
lock-down defense. They were able
to get two steals in the first two
minutes of the half.
SIU gained momentum and went
on a 6-2 run with senior guard Jordyn
Courier hitting a three-pointer to tie
the game 34-34.
Soon after, it became the Pierre
show. Pierre had eight straight points
to put the Salukis up 42-38.
She tallied yet another doubledouble to her record book. The
Saluki led SIU with 24 points and 14
rebounds, collecting 16 of those points
in the second half.
“I had to pick it up and I felt I
wasn’t playing hard like I should be,”
Pierre said. “I was letting them get
into my head because they were all
on me in the first half, hitting me
and [officials] weren’t calling a foul.”
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Sophomore guard Hannah Shores, right, looks to pass over
University of Evansville freshman guard Paris McLeod, left, Sunday
at SIU Arena. The Salukis defeated the Purple Aces 66-57. Shores
contributed three assists and nine rebounds while sophomore
forward Dyana Pierre led the team with 24 points. The women’s
basketball team will travel to Wichita, Kansas, on Friday to take on
Wichita State University.

